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SWINGS & FLIPS
Hannah is known for her dynamic tricks and badass flips on the pole and in this
workshop you'll learn the secrets to execute flips, tumbles and swings on static pole
with control and confidence. You'll soon walk away with the realization those
dynamic-looking tricks aren't as crazy as they first seem.

Level: Upper Intermediate – Advanced; pre-requisites: Confident aerial inverts, extended butterfly

SIGNATURE COMBOS
Ever look at a combo and you're not quite sure what's happening because everything
merges into one? Achieving fluidity up the pole can be a real game-changer. In this
workshop Hannah will take you through some of her signature combos and look at
creating movement up the pole to transition between tricks seamlessly and with ease.

Level: Intermediate upwards; Pre-requisites: Confident lift invert and butterfly

SPINNING POLE
In this workshop Hannah will take you through how to create spinning pole
sequences with flow and control, focusing on some of her favourite signature spinning
pole transitions and linking them to surprisingly simple-yet-impressive flexy tricks.

Level: Intermediate upwards; Pre-requisites: Lift invert

FONJI MASTERCLASS
Fonjis are one of those tricks on the wishlists for many pole dancers, but many don't
know where to begin to learn it.  Hannah takes you through a full range of prep
exercises for the fonji – both the 'down' and 'up' elements – to encourage correct
technique and form, and then explores how these foundations can lead to more
advanced fonji elements such as the fonji into ayesha or straight edge.
 

Level: Advanced; Pre-requisites: Confident aerial shouldermount 

www.hannahroseaerial.com



  

STRONG POLE
STRENGTH MOVES & COMBOS

Do you want to take your strength moves to the next level? Whether you dream of doing a muscle-
up, a human flag or pressing into a handstand or handspring, this workshop will show you how to
work towards your goals. Hannah will take you through her preps, tips and techniques for a wide
variety of strength lifts and holds, and build these power moves into strength-based combinations.

Level: Advanced; Pre-requisites: Handspring, deadlift shoulder mount

SPIN LIKE A NINJA
POWER SPINS & STATIC ROTATION

In this static pole workshop you'll tackle badass power spins, from the basic principles of an aerial
spin into re-grip spins, twisty spins and more. Basically, you'll learn how to fly. We'll also work on
static pole rotation up the pole, creating static spinning combos and technique for flaring movements.

Level: Intermediate upwards; Pre-requisites: Confident aerial invert, reverse grab spin

POLE CIRCUS
AERIAL TECHNIQUES ON THE POLE

With 9 years experience of circus arts including aerial straps, corde lisse and silks, Hannah loves
applying techniques seen in other aerial apparatus to the pole to create different styles of movement.
In this workshop we'll look at skills which are used across many apparatus, such as meathooks,
swings and one-handed inverts, and see how they can translate to work on the pole, progressing
onto pole flips, threads and sequences using these skills.

Level: Inter/Advanced; Pre-requisites: Confident aerial inverts

www.hannahroseaerial.com



  

AERIAL STRAPS

TASTER CLASS
 If you're a pole dancer or aerialist who's always wanted to try Aerial Straps, this is for
you. This challenging discipline will get you stronger than you ever imagined whilst
creating beautiful sequences in the air. In this workshop you'll be introduced to the
basic strength exercises for straps (that can also be applied to other apparatus), taking
you through the fundamentals of meathooks, an introduction to reverse meathook aka
side planche, fun flexibility moves and of course the best part of straps, spinning.

Pre-requisites: Confident inverts and pull-ups on any apparatus

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
For those with previous experience on aerial straps, it's time to take this
apparatus to the next level. We will work on flare technique, one-arm lift
and sequences, holding and exiting from reverse meathook and the
fundamental principles for roll-ups and similar movements. 

Pre-requisites: Confident inverts, pull-ups & skin the cats; previous
experience on Aerial Straps required

Video: htps://vimeo.com/225983686

CONTACT:
E: hannahrose101@hotmail.co.uk
IG: @hannahrose_aerial
MOB: +447986 238546

www.hannahroseaerial.com
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